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“Big Science, style of scientific and technological research [...]
characterized by large-scale instruments and facilities, 
supported by funding from government or international agencies, 
in which research is conducted by teams or groups of scientists 
and technicians.”

Britannica Online
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Big Science in history
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Is Big Science a feature of modern age? 



What is Big Science?
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“Big Science, style of scientific and technological research [...]
characterized by large-scale instruments and facilities, 
supported by funding from government or international agencies, 
in which research is conducted by teams or groups of scientists 
and technicians.”

Britannica Online
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“Big Science, style of knowledge initiative […]
characterized by large-scale participation, 
supported by funding from communities of people, 
in which activities are performed by large groups of experts and 
craftsmen.”



Big Science circa 3000 BC
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Big Science in the 15th-18th century



Big Science and economy
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Is Big Science only relevant to scientists? 



Big Science and economy
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• Large 20th century Big 
Science projects have
generated 3x-7x long term
RoI …

• … but present day projects
already add value to
economy during their
construction “Big Science in the 21st Century” – IOP Publishing 2023
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A Dutch example

1996

2007
2012
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Big Science and economy - late 20th century
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Big Science and economy - 16th-18th century

Age of maritime
exploration helped 
establishing centuries of
European global lead



The scale of modern Big Science
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Is Big Science still “big” today? 
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“Big Science in the 21st Century” – IOP Publishing 2023

15 times less



The scale of modern Big Science
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=

One year of profits vs one year of ITER (2022):

=

=

One year of profits vs one year of Apollo (circa 1969):

=



Reflections
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• Big Science in the broad sense is a permanent feature of 
human history

• Big Science initiatives have significant economic added value –
sometimes they bring global paradigm change

• Big Science is becoming less and less relevant in 21st century
EU economies: can we afford this? 
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